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FW-s500

FW-s600

electric fooD cooKer/ 
warMer, 1500w

with a unique insulation design, the fw-s600 cooker/
warmer does double duty by heating frozen food 
in just 20 minutes and keeping it warm during busy 
service hours.

♦♦ energy-efficient insulated heating compartment for 
maximum efficiency
♦♦ indicator light for monitoring status
♦♦ easy control settings that cook and keep food at the right 
temperature all day
♦♦ stainless steel body with vented sides
♦♦ 20" x 12" standard opening that holds full-size pans with 
depths of up to 6"
♦♦ 3 settings: low = 140°, Medium = 170°, High = 200°

♦♦ eTl listed for electrical safety, conforms to ul-197
♦♦ eTl listed for sanitation safety, conforms to nsF-4
♦♦One year warranty

♦♦Overall dimensions: 22-1/2”l x 18-1/2”W x 13”H
♦♦ inside dimensions: 20"l x 12"W x 6"H
♦♦ 1500W, 120V AC, 60Hz

electric fooD warMer, 
1200w

with highly efficient heating distribution, winco's food 
warmer is a workhorse that can endure the harshest 
kitchen environments.

♦♦ energy-efficient design for faster heating and lower utility 
costs
♦♦Heavy-duty stainless steel body for commercial use
♦♦ standard opening - 20" x 12" -  fits most full-size pans with 
depths of up to 6"
♦♦ 3 settings: low = 140°, Medium = 170°, High = 200°

♦♦ eTl listed for electrical safety, conforms to ul-197
♦♦ eTl listed for sanitation safety, conforms to nsF-4
♦♦One year warranty

♦♦Overall Dimensions: 22-1/2" l x 14-5/8" W x 9-3/8" H
♦♦ inside Dimensions: 20" l x 12" W x 6" H
♦♦ 1200W, 120V AC, 60 HZ

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
FW-s600 electric Food Cooker/Warmer set 1

ITEM DESCRIPTION UOM CASE
FW-s500 electric Food Warmer set 1




